The applicant is hereby notified that the International Bureau has received the record copy of the international application as detailed below.

Name(s) of the applicant(s) and State(s) for which they are applicants:

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. (all designated States)

International filing date: 17 April 2018 (17.04.2018)
Priority date(s) claimed: 26 April 2017 (26.04.2017)
Date of receipt of the record copy by the International Bureau: 24 April 2018 (24.04.2018)

List of designated Offices:

EA: AM, AZ, BY, KG, KZ, RU, TJ, TM
EP: AL, AT, BE, BG, CH, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HR, HU, IE, IS, IT, LT, LU, LV, MC, MK, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, RS, SE, SI, SK, SM, TR
OA: BF, BJ, CF, CG, CI, CM, GA, GN, GQ, GW, KM, ML, MR, NE, SN, TD, TG

ATTENTION: The applicant should carefully check the data appearing in this Notification. In case of any discrepancy between these data and the indications in the international application, the applicant should immediately inform the International Bureau. In addition, the applicant's attention is drawn to:
- time limits for entry into the national phase (see www.wipo.int/pct/en/texts/time_limits.html and PCT Applicant's Guide, National Phase, especially Chapters 3 and 4)
- requirements regarding priority documents (if applicable) (see PCT Applicant's Guide, International Phase, paragraph 5.070)

A copy of this notification is being sent to the receiving Office and to the International Searching Authority.